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Expandable Full Movie

Once there, they meet with local rebel Sandra and discover the true nature of the conflict engulfing the city.. It was initially offered to, who declined in favor of a smaller cameo due to his political career.. When the group is commissioned by the mysterious Mr Full Cast & Crew Film Editing.. Director and
star, Sylvester Stallone, gets all his best men together to kick as much ass as humanly possible, allowing himself a severe beating from Steve Austin.. A man whose Double-'R' franchises, Rocky and Rambo have both been highly successful.. 'Spent several months after principal photography determined to
find a big action name for the part.. Surprisingly, it's more focused then you may think Just a straight-forward action movie with a reasonable run time that sustains itself and never has a chance to feel dull.

It has the perfect blend of humor, blood, sweat, smart-ass comebacks, witty one-liners, and an overabundance of testosterone! Don't expect anything more than action, exposition, action, exposition, all with a nice cherry on top with sprinkles and grenades.. The role was finally taken by Stallone's friend and
fellow former 'Planet Hollywood' co-owner, who was busy filming (2010) at the time.. The role was then offered to, who declined as he was not interested in 'ensemble acting at the moment.. It's not Rambo It's not Rocky Nor is it another Die Hard or Terminator sequel It's something fresh, yet feels like it
came out of the 80's.. Senior software developer: Prime Focus Film Nathan Grubbs Roopesh Gujar Visual effects.. With so many people fighting at the same time, sometimes I couldn't tell who was punching who.. At least let the cameras pull back and allow the choreography to do the work It feels nice to
get my ass kicked by something I haven't seen yet.. Always going on suicidal missions Threatened by bullets and blades Running from explosions.. Trivia The role of Mr Church, the man who hires the Expendables, was very difficult to cast.. But he keeps coming back for more pain and putting his body on
the line for the sake of entertainment.
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Best friends waging wars Nearly killing each other, then going to the bar later to laugh about it.. When they escape the island and Sandra stays behind, Ross must choose to either walk away and save his own life - or attempt a suicidal rescue mission that might just save his soul.. Sly took a serious neck injury
Then he goes in front of a Comic Con audience and jokes about it.. There's nothing tougher than that! The Expendables is a movie that lifts you up out of your seat, pats you on the head, gives you a lollipop then smashes you in the frickin' face! With a cast like Jason Stathum, Randy Couture, Jet Li, Mickey
Rourke, Terry Crews, Dolph 'I Must Break You' Lundgren, and cameos from Bruce Willis and Arnold Schwarzenegger, you'd think it would be one crazy mess.. Wish it could have been just a bit more authentic Sometimes, there was a tad too many closeups during the fight scenes.. It doesn't try to be
anything more than what it is The only negative: Some of the blood and explosions looked digital.. It didn't happen very often, but how cool would it be just for one moment to see three simultaneous fights from a super wide master shot? Never, but I can't blame them.. Barney Ross leads the 'Expendables', a
band of highly skilled mercenaries including knife enthusiast Lee Christmas, martial arts expert Yin Yang, heavy weapons specialist Hale Caesar, demolitionist Toll Road and loose-cannon sniper Gunner Jensen.. Loren Haynes stars in the Cirio Santiago film, The Expendables Produced by the king of B
movies.
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Church to assassinate the merciless dictator of a small South American island, Barney and Lee head to the remote locale to scout out their opposition.
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